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What do you know about the Philippines?
Maybe you can locate it on a map.
Maybe you know it’s a part of Asia.
Maybe you know it consists of over 7,000 diverse islands in the Pacific.
Maybe you know it was colonized for almost 400 years.
Maybe you know it is a country that is younger than your grandparents.

What do you know about filipinos?
Maybe you know they are experiencing diaspora that displaces them worldwide.
Maybe you know they make up the third largest population of Asians in America.
Maybe you know them as nurses or migrant workers.
Maybe you’ve mistaken them for Mexicans.
Maybe you know a few of these things.
Or maybe you don’t know any at all.
I didn’t know many of these things.
And I am a Filipino.
That is the effect of cultural erasure.
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abstract

intro

I started this project with the intent of providing Filipinos in America a
modern outlet to express and celebrate their identity. I am proud to be a
part of a community with outstanding values. A community that generously
gave without expecting anything in return. One that treated other Filipinos
as part of a large extended family. I experienced all of these things firsthand and wanted to share my pride for my people. I felt that other Filipino
Americans might want to do the same.
This thesis explores how Filipinos can navigate their
cultural identities through apparel. The Philippines
has a history dominated by colonialism, diaspora, and
assimilation. These systemic issues have contributed
to the erasure of Filipino culture and they continue to
impact the culture today. Because of these issues, many
Filipinos living in America experience a disconnect
from their cultural heritage and struggle to engage
with their cultural identities. This thesis uses apparel to
help Filipinos understand the source of their confusion
towards their heritage and provides them with agency
and ownership over their identities.

As I began researching for my thesis, I slowly realized how little I actually
knew about my own cultural history. The aspects I knew and loved were its
values, but I had difficulty pinpointing traditions that were distinctly Filipino.
Things that came to my mind were highly exotified caricatures catered to
Western audiences or were directly through the lens of Western practice.
I sought to figure out what exactly my culture was and why I didn’t know
much about it, only to find out that many other Filipinos I interviewed
shared the same struggle. This thesis became more about the process
of navigating my cultural identity instead of celebrating it since I couldn’t
celebrate or share what I didn’t know. It became an investigation of what
it means to be Filipino and an examination of the source of my ignorance
about a culture I closely identify with.
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c for
colonialism

noun
1. the control or governing influence of a nation
over a dependent country, territory, or people

Much of the confusion surrounding Filipino identity stems from a
long history of colonization. The Spanish took over the Philippines in
the 1500s and ruled there for more than 300 years. They eventually
lost control in 1898 during the Spanish-American war, when the
United States defeated the Spanish army in the Philippines. The
U.S. then occupied the Philippines for another four decades until it
finally became its own sovereign nation in 1946. Almost 400 years of
colonization replaced much of the culture that was originally there.
There is evidence of Spanish influence in all walks of Filipino life,
including food, language, and religion. Filipino cuisine stands out
amongst its fellow Asian neighbors, having more commonalities
with Latin American dishes. The Philippines has its own versions
of adobo, lechon, and longaniza, all staples of Spanish import.
One of the main dialects of the Philippines, Tagalog, has very clear
roots of both Spanish and English languages. There are almost
four thousand words in Tagalog that are very similar to Spanish:
eskuwela (escuela), gwapo (guapo), and kotse (coche) just to name
a few.
Finally, the Philippines adopted Roman Catholicism as its dominant
religion from its Spanish colonizers. About 81% of the country’s
population identifies as Roman Catholic. Every year, cities all over
the Philippines hold large public fiestas honoring religious events,
such as Metro Manila’s Feast of St. John the Baptist. Locals interact
with Catholicism on the streets everyday as Jeepneys emblazoned
with spray-painted portraits of Jesus and the Virgin Mary traverse
along the roads.

Just as one cannot escape the presence of the Spanish in the
Philippines, American influence has forced its way into contemporary
Filipino culture. The education system in the Philippines follows the
American model. After Filipino, American English is the second
official language of the Philippines and is required in school.
Filipino versions of “Deal or No Deal” and “Project Runway” are
widely successful throughout the country. Filipino media continues
to create spin-offs of popular American entertainment. Hybrids of
American food products such as “hot dog spaghetti” and “spam and
rice” hold a special place in the Filipino diet.
But there are issues brought about by colonialism that run much
deeper than surface level traditions of food and entertainment.
Members of the Filipino-American community expressed particular
disdain for how colonialism created social divisions based on
colorism. There is a stigma associated with darker-skinned Filipinos
who are consequently looked down upon as lower class. Lighterskinned Filipinos, on the other hand, are placed in high regard
because of their likely mestiza ethnic background. A strong Spanish
lineage implies closer ties to upper, wealthier classes. This societal
standard impacts the way Filipinos treat one another and how they
view themselves. They are constantly trying to fit into European
standards instead of valuing their natural beauty.
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Such an extensive period of colonialism has made
it difficult for Filipinos to discern what “true” Filipino
culture is. There is a question of authenticity that
permeates Filipinos’ minds when engaging their
identities. Is true Filipino culture indicated by the
traditions of its indigenous people, pre-colonization?
Or is it the culmination of outside influences that
makes it the culture you see today? Filipinos cannot
ignore their history just as the Philippines cannot
simply revert back to its pre-colonial ways. Despite
years of political freedom, it cannot remove itself from
the effects of its colonization. The Philippines remains
a colony within its culture while dealing with systemic
issues that afflicts the culture on an intrinsic level.

“How do Filipinos
see themselves if
underneath all
those layers is
Spanish and U.S.
colonialism? It’s
this question
of ’Who are the
Filipinos?’ Who
are we really?
Are Filipinos just
the people before
Spanish colonialism
happened or what
are we now? You
just don’t know at
this point.” - CJ
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d for diaspora

noun
2. the movement, migration, or scattering of a people
away from an established or ancestral homeland

The effects of colonization resonate within Filipinos through the
occurrence of diaspora. One of the most consequential effects
of Western influence is the systemic adoption of capitalism. This
launched the pursuit of the “American Dream” among Filipinos and
inspired millions to seek better financial opportunities abroad. Over 10
million Filipinos live outside of the archipelago that fits inside the state
of California. Almost 4 million of them reside in the United States. As
Filipinos leave their homeland, many leave their culture behind with it.

“We write poems
about pretty much
everything, but a lot
of the times we come
back to diaspora and
what it means to be
Filipino. It’s always
like, ‘Wow! I really
want to go home and
also understand what
home is. Is home here?
Is home there? Is there
no home?’ I don’t know,
man. What does it
mean? Ends in question.
Answers question with
question. What does it
mean?” - Jamie

This mass migration might not be such a prominent trend had the U.S.
not initiated it through colonization. During American occupation of
the Philippines, the United States started a program that sent Filipino
“pensionados” to the U.S. to learn and bring back applied skill sets
under American ideals. Pensionados were often provided with better
job opportunities upon returning from America. This encouraged more
and more Filipinos to partake in traveling overseas. Since Filipinos
were considered “nationals” while being a colony of the U.S., they
were exempt from the Immigration Act of 1917 that limited others Asians
from freely entering the country. America provided further incentive for
Filipinos to leave their country by promising U.S. citizenship for those
who volunteered to fight with America during World War II. This trend of
migration has exponentially grown over the years. Motivation to leave
the Philippines in search of better financial opportunities remains just
as present as ever. The consequences of diaspora further complicate
issues of identity brought about by colonization. Younger generations
of Filipinos grow up physically and emotionally removed from their
native heritage.
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“We talk about the diaspora and the moving of people a lot here. You don’t
realize the effects of it until you’ve moved. And you think, ‘Oh financially,
it’ll be better.’ But my parents still have some regrets because they’re just like,
you’re not connected to a culture.” - Ayenna
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e for
erasure

Cultural erasure is a practice in which a dominant
culture, for example a colonizing nation,
attempts to negate, suppress, remove and, in
effect, erase the culture of a subordinate culture.
- reference.com

Cultural erasure plagues Filipinos as they grapple with issues of
identity perpetuated by colonialism and diaspora. Many FilipinoAmericans moved from the Philippines at a young age or are firstgeneration U.S. citizens. Growing up in America, these Filipinos
struggle to connect with their ethnic heritage. Colonial mentality
plays a role in casting aside their own cultural heritage as they
regard it inferior to the Western model. Filipinos also have a
strong tendency to assimilate quickly into the societies they are
adopted into. As with other Asians, they find no exception from
the pressure to play “model minority” in conforming to Western
expectations. All these factors come into play, causing Filipinos
to experience a disconnect from their own heritage. Those
growing up outside of the Philippines are often left knowing little
about it. Some are encouraged to seek ways in which they can
reincorporate it back into their lives, but often find themselves
with more questions than answers while attempting to learn
about the culture. Then there are many others who are satisfied
in not knowing—or even caring—about their cultural heritage.
This reluctance that Filipinos have in engaging with their cultural
heritage has ultimately contributed to its erasure.
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“My least favorite thing about Filipino
culture is the willingness to change for
things to get better. When I was younger,
my parents didn’t really try to teach me
the language. They thought that if I just
learned English, I’d be fine--native tongue
doesn’t matter anymore. So it’s being
willing to erase parts of who we are if
that means we can get ahead.” - Jamie
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invisible
island

Despite being the third largest Asian
population in America, Filipinos suffer from
an extreme lack of visibility. Filipinos have
played important roles in American society
and continue to do so today. However, there
is virtually no mention of Filipinos in most
curriculums on American history. Just like
newer generations of Filipino Americans, other
ethnic groups in America consequently know
little about Filipino history and are offered no
motivation to learn.
Poor self-representation has lead to a lack
of solidarity amongst other ethnic groups in
America. Filipinos find themselves rejected
from multiple directions as a culture no one
wants to claim. East Asians denounce Filipinos
as a lower class culture, often shunning
them as “Pacific Islanders” instead of fellow
Asians. White Americans fail to understand
or notice the subtleties in difference from
Latinos, commonly mistaking Filipinos as
Mexicans. Meanwhile, other brown and black
communities condemn Filipinos for defaulting
too closely to model minority roles. Filipinos
feel lost when the cultures they try to embrace
refuse to embrace--or even acknowledge-them back.
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“The first thing when my parents adopted
me, they brought me through the airport
in California. They were walking in the
airport--I was only 9 months old and
my mom was carrying me--and this guy
comes up to my mom and looked at her
and said, ‘Why would you bring more
of that into this country?’” - Anthony
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#goals

“Yeah, I’m definitely proud to be
Filipino. I wouldn’t want to be
anything else. I’m definitely super
proud here in America to be Filipino.
Even if it’s a culture they bypass.”
- Maddy

I discovered through my research that I could not continue
with my thesis’ original intent of simply celebrating Filipino
culture through modern apparel. I realized that celebrating
culture was not enough. Because of cultural erasure and its
effects on Filipinos today, members of this community must
reconnect with their history and one another before being
able to celebrate a culture they have been denied.
These realizations run parallel to the goals of my work now.
The goals of my thesis are to help other Filipinos navigate
their identities, reconnect with their cultural history and
heritage, and to create greater visibility for Filipinos in the
United States. By providing a means for them to understand
the issues surrounding their culture, they can cultivate a
closer relationship to it. Reconnecting to their history will build
stronger Filipino identities and counteract cultural erasure. As
Filipinos express agency over their cultural representation,
other minority groups can more readily engage with them,
forming intersectional solidarity.
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Filipinos are a diverse group of people that share a unifying
question: “What does it mean to be Filipino?” Due to the
issues of colonialism, diaspora, and assimilation within new
environments, many Filipinos living in America offer different
answers to that question. Here are some of their stories.
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CJ, 22
Born: Philippines
Residence: California
11 years living in the U.s.

“Being born Filipino and then
coming here and becoming ‘FilipinoAmerican’... This makes me think, am
I representing myself as Filipino, or
Filipino-American when I’m making
work? Man, I don’t know... Whatever
I say is like I’m throwing a die and
saying what I see.”
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“Considering that we are basically
the first Asian people to come to the
United States and how big of a part
we were in World War II, we’re barely
mentioned in anything. There’s this
hierarchy of East Asians are the most
visible and then South East Asians. But
speaking of Filipinos, where is that?”
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“I’m looking at where are we in
terms of popular culture in the
U.S. when we’ve been so dominant
in their history and them in ours. I’m
interested in our absence. Filipinos
have been part of the U.S. history
for such a long time but we’re
barely mentioned. We’re so invisible.”
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Sonja, 22
Born: New york
residence: New York
first-generation American

“My father is West Indian,
he is Jamaican. So I’m
black and Filipino. A
lot of my experience in
Asian spaces is being like,
‘Hi, Black Asians exist!
Hi!’ I feel like I don’t have
a lot of connection
with Filipino spaces just
because they’re largely
East Asian, and if there
are people of mixed race,
they’re usually halfwhite and that’s kind of
alienating.”
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“It’s always weird to strongly
identify as Filipino and have
people constantly tell me
that I don’t look Filipino
because hair, skin, features,
whatever, and it’s just like,
I eat pancit and adobo, too!
Excuse me!”
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“Whenever I’m in the Philippines I bring
all my own products. Because every
single product at the grocery store
has a skin-lightening agent in it.
And all the Filipino TV stars don’t
look Filipino, they all look white or
half-white. Why is that the ideal?”

“I’ve been literally followed by children,
pointed at by people. Tricycles have
slowed down, stopped and looked
at me. I loved seeing my family, but I
hated being in the Philippines because
I just felt like an animal in the
zoo. Like I get it, I look different.”
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katrina, 19
born: philippines
residence: singapore
1 year living in the U.S.

“My common app essay coming to Brown
actually was about being a feminist but
also Filipino Catholic, and trying to marry
the two. And trying to see what Catholicism
means in the hands of Filipinos now, but
also realizing that Catholicism is baggage
from our Spanish colonial background.“
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“I think the Philippines has a lot of
colonial history and baggage
that we haven’t really unpacked.
And as I get older, it becomes
more apparent to me, and I don’t
really know how to interrogate
that and interact with it.”
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“I feel like what I’ve explored and
have been doing for the last couple
of years is being like, I can believe
in God and I can be a Catholic
without believing in the Catholic
institution. And being able to
criticize it and analyze it, but still
cultivate a sort of personal faith.”
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Anthony, 20
Born: Philippines
residence: rhode island
adopted From the Philippines
“I think last year was a conscious
decision that I made where I was
like a lot of these questions
would be resolved if I could just
figure out who I am. Because I
know who I am when I fill out
‘Are you Asian/ Pacific Islander?’
‘Are you male/female?’ ‘Where’s
your home address?’ I know all
of those things, but I don’t know
what half of those things really
mean. Like what does it mean to
be Asian American? What does it
mean to be a Filipino-American?
What does it really mean to be
adopted?”
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“I guess the first moment where
I was really conscious of the
fact that I wasn’t white--not in
the way that I wasn’t physically
white, but my identity wasn’t
white--was in fourth grade when
a kid pushed me down the stairs
and called me a chink. That
was the moment that I realized
that I’m not like everyone else.”
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katrina, 18
born: california
residence: california
multi-racial american

“Usually people only
ask what I am because
they literally have no
idea, they can’t figure
it out. I’ve gotten
Greek and Mexican. I
tell people I’m Asian
and they’re like, ‘You’re
what?!’”
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“I do meet people who hate nonwhite people and I don’t tell them
that I’m not white. It makes me
uncomfortable because I feel like I
should say something, and I do, but I
don’t always tell them that I’m halfAsian because it puts me in a weird
situation. I feel like I have to fall
silent about my race so that I don’t
say something wrong because I feel
like some people will see me differently
if they realize I’m not full white.”
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Jamie, 18
“From what I’ve learned
about the history, there’s
very little record of us precolonization, so almost
everything we have is
influenced by outside forces,
and that has developed a
resilience in us. Even though
times get rough, there’s this
spirit of hard working and
resilience and hope comes
through in the culture.”

born: hawaii
residence: hawaii
first-generation American
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“I kind of like the concept of radical
love. There aren’t a lot of people
of color presented positively in the
media. So creating your own view
of yourself through just loving
yourself is basically what that is.”
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NABIL, 20
born: ISRAEl
residence: Israel
3 years living in the U.s.

“It’s really common for people to not
know what I am. The really common
guesses are Latino, a lot of Pacific
Islander--specifically Samoan. I get a
lot of Middle Eastern, though I think it’s
because, well obviously I’m from there,
so people assume that’s what I am.”
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“Somebody was saying that if all
of the races in the world were to
intermarry and have kids, it would
all kind of lead to how Filipinos
look today, I guess because
Filipinos are so ambiguous in
terms of how they look. It ranges
from so many different ethnic
backgrounds and what not.”
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“I don’t think indigenous culture
exists, at least in the daily life of
Filipinos. I know that there still
are indigenous Filipinos, but the
way I’ve learned about them or
the way that people talk about
them is that they’re definitely
more primitive. There’s this huge
barrier between indigenous people
and people that were just mixed
into the whole colonization.”
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angela, 29
born: connecticut
residence: connecticut
first-generation american

“Most people think my name is Italian. This guy
I used to work with, everyday he’d be like, ‘My
favorite Italian girl!’ And I’d be like, ‘What?’ I don’t
know how to respond to that. Then one time I was
like, ‘Well I’m not actually Italian.’ He got really
uncomfortable as if he made a mistake. Then he was
just like, ‘Oh that’s right, your dad’s Oriental right?’”
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“I hadn’t done much research on
the history of the Philippines at
that point. So it was kind of like a
learning experience for me too.
To be honest, it’s kind of sad. As
much as the Philippines is wrapped
up in American history, too, you’d
think we would have learned more.”
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“I have no idea what Filipino culture is. This is a question I
think about all the time, this question of what is authentic.
What is authenticity if all of our traditions or our culture
has been replaced by Spanish and American culture? I guess
I can only speak as a Filipino American, but to me, Filipino
American culture is not necessarily the different aspects
of it, but it’s the process of navigating what it means to be
authentic while negotiating our colonization. Navigating
how do I be authentic, yet still be kind to the ways in which
I lost a language, I’ve lost tradition, I’ve lost family
structures, I’ve lost religion and spirituality. How do we
negotiate these things? I think it’s not necessarily what
comes out of it, but just--the process is the culture.” - Mae
I set out to achieve my goals of cultural navigation, reconnection,
and visibility for Filipinos by making a line of garments for my user
group. These garments reflect issues of cultural identity that my
users voiced during interviews I conducted. These interviews
made it clear to me that there is no singular form of expression
for a culture. Members of the same culture expressed cultural
identity differently, based on individual preferences. This made
me realize I could not approach representing Filipino culture
as prescriptive or homogenous. Instead, I shifted my focus to
create tools for Filipinos to navigate their culture on an individual
level, while allowing them to connect with others doing the
same. My apparel line should not simply be a display of culture
or a singular representation of it. It should be a tool to reconnect
with cultural agency that diaspora divorced us from. It should be
a tool to redefine how an informed understanding of our history
and resulting culture could exist today. Most importantly, it should
be a tool to be visible to others on our own terms as opposed to
a western, Eurocentric lens grounded on stereotypes.

I wanted these garments to exist in a real world context and
be readily incorporated into my users’ everyday wardrobes.
One of the issues with traditional Filipino garments was that
they were too removed from contemporary aesthetics. It was
important for me to understand current fashion trends and how I
could integrate them into garment traditions. I worked to bridge
this gap by developing fashionable garments that referenced
Filipino cultural traditions.

The garments do not make up a complete collection, but instead
serve as a series of prototypes that demonstrate an evolution in
my process. Each garment is an iteration that responds to what
I learned from designing and presenting previous models. The
line illustrates how I’ve developed a personal understanding of
Filipino culture and how to better concretize these aspects. It
also reflects the evolving nature of identity. Identity is constantly
shifting with time and place. Experiences we have shape who
we are, and exposure to more experience helps us grow.
These garments may resonate with different users for different
reasons. Some garments may have meant more at some point
in my users’ lives or may not yet hold any meaning at all. But
there are a set of experiences that Filipinos share as members
of the same ethnic group. These garments are tools for them to
navigate these experiences so that they may reconnect to their
cultural heritage.

The methods in which I developed my project involved extensive
research, interviews, iteration, and experimentation. I constantly
bounced back and forth between each of these operations as
I gained new insight. However, the most valuable part of my
project’s development was the user feedback I received along
the way. Speaking directly to members of my user group helped
me reframe my project to make it more meaningful for them. In
the end, my project is about the people. Without their voices, my
thesis would not exist.

Creating visibility for people of color in America has been a
particularly complicated task given our current political climate.
Since the 2016 presidential election, white supremacists have
felt empowered to spread hateful messages in harmful ways. In
several incidents, members of marginalized communities have
been attacked for displaying forms of cultural expression that
didn’t fit a narrow definition of “Americanness.” Taking these
circumstances into account, I decided my line also had to
consider wearer safety and security.
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You’ve probably never heard of the Delano Grape
Strike or Larry Itliong. But chances are you know
who Cesar Chavez is or at least recognize his name.
You probably know he helped revolutionize the
migrant industry in California or that he fought for
Mexican civil rights. What you and most people don’t
know is that Filipinos actually started that movement.
Larry Itliong and other Filipino migrant workers
initiated the strike in 1965 two weeks before
convincing fellow Mexican laborers to join. Cesar
Chavez became the face of the movement soon
after, placing Mexicans at the forefront. The
Filipinos were left forgotten and unrecognized.
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“In/visible” uses the Delano Grape Strike to represent the lack of
visibility Filipinos experience today. The ensemble consists of a
reversible jacket and pants that have images of Filipinos from the
strike. The main side of the jacket has grape vines embroidered
on the front, referencing floral embroidered motifs on traditional
Filipino garments. The sleeves have patches of the Filipino flag,
the United Farm Workers’ eagle, the letters “AWOC”—the Filipino
dominant Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee that started the
movement, and “WELGA”—the Tagalog word for “strike.” On the back
is an appliquéd flag of the United Farm Workers. It is a very graphic
symbol that several people have commented on how it invokes
white supremacy or Nazism. Conversely, several Latinos who saw it
immediately recognized it as part of their own cultural history. This
idea of code switching between different audiences allows wearers to
comfortably navigate cultural expression while wearing this garment.
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The reverse side of the jacket features images of Filipino
strikers. I UV printed individual swatches and quilted them
together to create this side’s textile. Users can decide
to wear the jacket with the imagery facing out when they
feel they can safely express their pride for their people.
For the pants, I sewed patches along the legs to convey
the aesthetic of manual laborers. A couple of the patches
are lightly-printed images from the strike that I edited to be
discrete and easily overlooked by passersby. This allows the
pant to still speak to the overall concept of the ensemble
without being overwhelming when paired with the jacket.
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Just as they were during the Delano Grape Strike,
Filipinos continue to be overlooked by other ethnic
groups in America today. This garment responds
to this problem by creating visibility for Filipinos. Its
imagery strongly indicates the importance of Filipinos
as contributing members of American society. It
establishes their presence and instills pride in its
people. It serves as a declaration for Filipinos to demand
recognition to prevent being continuously overlooked.
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“You definitely see the people who
are rich in the Philippines are the
mestizas. I’m never going to see a
brown, flat-nosed Filipino/Filipina
as Miss Universe, even though that’s
what Filipinos are. I hate the beauty
standards in the Philippines.” - Ayenna
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Peninsulares. Americano. Insulares. Tornatras. Mestizos.
Sangley. Indio. Negrito. These were the different
levels of the Filipino caste system under Spanish rule.
This system placed pure-blooded Spaniards born in
Spain—the peninsulares—at the highest level of society,
and the indigenous Filipino negritos at the lowest.
Caste no longer officially exists in the Philippines,
but its effects remain present in Filipino society today.
When I was younger, my relatives in the Philippines
would give me papaya soaps to lighten my skin. There
are hundreds of other skin-lightening products flooding
the Filipino market today. Advertisements boast that their
products allow consumers to “Be Whiter the Safest Way.”
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“Skin Deep” exposes the issues of Filipinos
inheriting Western standards from their colonizers.
Maintaining these foreign standards is detrimental
for Filipinos trying to establish their own identity.
It reinforces the power that the colonizing forces
continue to hold over the culture. In regards
to beauty standards in particular, following
Western models is destructive to self-image.
This garment uses the caste system from the
Spanish as a way to illustrate these problems. It
features each tier of the system that stacks on
top of one another along the length of the dress.
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I machine knit each segment individually and identically
using rayon and cotton yarns. Depending on the level
of the tier, I bleached the segments at different lengths
of time. Higher levels of the caste system received
longer periods of bleaching, indicating how much
Filipinos would need to lighten their skin in order to
reach that level of paleness. The bleach stripped the
cotton yarns of their color, while the synthetic fibers
retained their dyes. The resulting effect created
a gradient of bleached lettering along the dress.
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The dress’ silhouette further reinforces the idea of
adopting European standards for representations
of beauty. It references the Filipino terno, a popular
garment that evolved from the traditional Maria Clara
gown. Maria Clara is a literary figure, a mestiza from
which the garment takes inspiration. My dress uses
both Spanish-derived silhouette and graphics to
demonstrate its imposing influence over Filipino culture.

This garment demonstrates the degrading effects
of Filipino beauty standards. It encourages its
wearers to value the beauty of natural traits. It
serves as a reminder to Filipinos that true beauty
is found in expressing what you naturally have.
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“Don’t get me started on what Filipinos
think about darker-skinned Pinoys. It’s a
problem. Every time you hear the word
‘matuling’--’black’ in Kapampangan--it’s
seen as a bad thing. They’re like, ‘Don’t go
out in the sun too much! Your skin will
turn matuling, it’ll be darker.’ It’s really
devaluing because if you consider the
roots of the Aeta, the actual indigenous
Filipinos, they’re dark. It’s upsetting to
see we’re discarding where we came from
for this other aesthetic.” - Christian
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“We’re so religious. A lot of
first-generation Filipinos
feel that disconnect in terms
of religious connection
with their older relatives,
especially in this kind of
political climate in which
church and state are
definitely not separate
anymore. You have family,
but you also have religion
and those collide especially
nowadays. Since Filipinos are
seen as an ‘other,’ even within
the Asian community, it gets
even more tangled up because
Spanish colonization gave
us this religion. It gave us
Catholicism.” - Christian
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I went to Catholic school for 9 years. Every Sunday,
my mom would drag me to go to church with her. For
Christmas, my grandmother would gift me with rosaries.
These are not uncommon experiences for Filipinos
as older generations devoutly practice Catholicism.
However, there is a trend of first generation FilipinoAmericans moving away from religion as they grow older.
This generation is pushing back against religious faith.
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“Prey For Us” reflects the tension younger generations
experience when forced to participate in Catholicism. The
tradition is deeply rooted in colonial violence and greed
but is masked under holy pretences. To communicate
this cultural conflict, I used emoji motifs that I digitally
embroidered onto the dress. The two rows of characters
represent Spain and the Philippines. On one row is the
Spanish flag, cross, crown, and jewels. Below it is the Filipino
flag’s sun with chains, swords, and guns. These symbols
create a narrative depicting Spanish violence under the
intent of spreading their religious agenda. The trim of prayer
hands at the bottom indicates how the Philippines fell prey
to the Spanish and blindly regards religion as its savior.
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The dress’ silhouette takes the baro’t saya as inspiration,
a traditional Filipino ensemble introduced by the Spanish.
It consists of a top made with jusi fabric that incorporates
ornate embroidery, and is typically paired with a long
skirt. My interpretation modernizes the traditional garment
by contemporizing the silhouette and updating its motifs
with digitally embroidered emojis. The use of emojis
allows my user group to easily read and understand this
garment’s concept. Wearers can cover up the imagery on
the dress with a complementing cross-patterned cape,
suggesting piety to outside aggressors. While many
people associate the cape with nun garb, I also intend
it to simulate a funerary veil. Though it covers the more
obvious emoji graphics, it subtly represents mourning
of the culture’s death caused by Spanish colonialism.
Many Filipino-Americans are struggling with how to engage
their culture while distancing themselves from religion. Older
generations treat Catholicism as an integral part of Filipino
culture even though it actually destroyed and replaced what
they originally had. The purpose of this garment is to help
Filipinos understand that it is okay to be removed from religion.
It argues that Filipinos can retain their cultural identities even
while rejecting a part that is so closely associated to it.
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“I’m not religious like members
of my extended family who are
all practicing Catholics, and
somehow that qualifies me
as not being Filipino. I don’t
understand why. I’ve been told by
my cousins that I’m not a ‘good
Filipino’ because I just don’t
go to church anymore.” - Gina
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“I think the part I hate the most is the ways in which
the Philippines has embraced its colonization
by the United States, and to a certain extent
its colonization by Spain. I grew up in a super
Catholic family. I was so deep in the church.
For 13 years I went to Catholic school, and
to grow up knowing that this religion that
didn’t let me express myself and be the person
that I want to be is also tied to my ethnicity
and cultural identity was just too much. I’ve
strayed away from it for so long and now
that I’m a senior my personal project has been,
How do I return to my Filipino identity without
returning to a Catholic upbringing?” - Mae
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“They see Asian, and then they
assume Asia is China, Japan, Korea.
Even if they knew I was Filipino, I
don’t think that would’ve made
them call me anything else
because ‘chink’ is just an Asian
slur. For me it was the first time I
confronted the idea that I might
be different on the outside than I
feel on the inside.” - Anthony
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Ask any Filipino about traditional garments and they will most
likely describe the barong tagalog. The barong tagalog is
the most famous Filipino garment, traditionally worn by men.
Like the baro’t saya, the barong is a product of Spanish
colonial rule. It has a collar and cuffs similar to a typical
Western dress shirt, with a longer silhouette and buttons
that run halfway down its torso. It is made from sheer fabric
and is elaborately decorated with embroidery. The barong
remains very popular today, but is reserved for special
occasions such as weddings, political events, or baptisms. It
uses the same jusi fabric as the baro’t saya, which is largely
impractical since it cannot be washed and wrinkles easily.
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“Hands Off” interprets the barong tagalog for modern
tastes and contexts. It speaks to contemporary
issues and implements contemporary processes for
a more everyday garment. I updated the silhouette
to a “bomber” style jacket with machine knit collar
and cuffs. I laser cut several layers of silk chiffon
hands, which I then adhered to the front and sleeves
using digital embroidery. The various tones of brown
hands create a camo print collage symbolizing the
need for Filipinos to blend in as people of color in
today’s America. It also suggests the need to reach
out to others in solidarity during these pressing times.
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To accompany the top, I made a simple beige jogger that I
laser cut the letters “FLIP” onto. “FLIP” was an acronym that had
origins tracing back to World War II. It is said that the American
soldiers called the enlisted Filipinos “FLIPs,” short for “Fucking
Little Island Person.” The lettering I used for the print on the pant
comes from postcards and letters sent by the Ku Klux Klan. The
KKK threatened the California police and government to get
rid of Filipinos when many immigrated to America in the 1930s.
Several violent anti-Filipino riots occurred throughout California
around this time, though these events remain widely unknown
to most Americans today. The pant reveals how Filipinos
experience prejudice both historically and currently. However,
just as the term “FLIP” has been reclaimed by Filipinos, the
pant demonstrates how the people have risen above hate.
This garment empowers Filipinos and gives them strength in
difficult situations. We are living in an environment where people
inflict hatred towards others just for having a different skin tone.
It is easy for people of color to feel negatively about themselves
during these instances. This garment helps Filipinos find solace
in their skin and reassures them they can overcome hurtful words.
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“At the end of the day, you can call me
whatever you want. I think when it comes
to a term like ‘Flip,’ it’s hurtful but it’s
not powerful. I think that it’s more about
the intent than the word itself. Because
if we were to use it back and forth with
each other as a way of reclaiming it in
an act of solidarity, we kill the power
of the word. It’s very easy to kill the
power of a single word.” - Anthony
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“Whenever I think of hard
political things and where
we find the good in that, it
always comes back to the
resistance of the people that
are still here. Filipino culture
is a culture of resisting and
resilience. I hate to say this but
there is no actual culture. I
don’t know, I can’t find it. But
to know that there are people
still doing what they do is
what I imagine Filipino culture
to be.” - Mae
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Being part of the Filipino culture is to be hardworking and determined. After centuries of being
pushed down, their only response was to rise
up. When I asked people in interviews, “What is
quintessential Filipino culture?” several responded
with the words “resistance” and “resilience.” Despite
the multitude of forces that tried to take over the
Philippines, its people fought back and persevered.
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This ensemble focuses on ways to safely represent
oneself as a minority within our current political climate.
The wool top features two front tails with a digitally
embroidered camouflage pattern. This pattern both
metaphorically and literally conceals the graphic
message on the pant underneath—the symbol of “power
fist.” Many marginalized groups have used the symbol to
represent resistance and opposition, but also to indicate
solidarity. This garment is a call to action for passive,
“model minorities.” It urges them to step up and stand
for one another in this urgent time. When experiencing
moments of confidence and pride, wearers can tie the
top’s tails back to display the pant’s graphic. Doing so
further emphasizes solidarity by referencing the fashion
industry’s “TiedTogether” white bandana, a movement
that calls for unity and solidarity within the fashion world.
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“Between the Lines” was my first attempt at
reconnecting Filipinos to their cultural heritage.
With this garment, I wanted to make the rich textile
traditions of indigenous tribes more relevant to
Filipino Americans. In doing so, my users would
appreciate their culture more and be more inclined to
express it. I sent out a pop-quiz to gauge how much
Filipinos knew about their culture outside of Spanish
influence. Many knew very little and were surprised
by the depth of diversity that their culture had to offer.
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I then conducted an experiment to see how my
users would apply indigenous textiles to something
they would wear. I had them arrange swatches of
these textiles into a spectrum according to how
they perceived them as “non-cultural” or “very
cultural” and ”would wear” to “would not wear.” My
users fastened the textiles they liked onto a sketch
mock-up silhouette. This silhouette was a vibrantly
patterned tribal top I stripped down into a plain
muslin canvas for them to work on. They placed the
textiles that resonated with them into pockets on the
silhouette to demonstrate how they would wear it.
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The final sweater I machine knit combines textiles
from two different regions in the Philippines. The
plaid-like pattern represents the binakol tradition
of the Ilocanos in the North, while the diamonds
reflect the inaul malong of Mindanao in the South.
The sweater depicts the binakol pattern very clearly
along the torso. Meanwhile, the inaul malong is more
discrete. I implemented skip stitch techniques to
create a less graphic, more textural representation
along the sleeves. For the shorts, I flipped the
presentation of the two patterns so that the binakol
is more subtle and the inaul malong more obvious.
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Though I believe I created a more wearable
translation of indigenous Filipino garments, I
feel conflicted with the outcome. While making
these modernized versions, I realized that
my final creations comment on our need to
westernize the indigenous in order for it to
be acceptable or palatable. I do feel that my
research and studies set my piece apart from
blatant appropriation, but this doesn’t negate the
concerns I have toward this garment’s outcome.
Because of this sentiment, I decided to shift my
approach to address ways in which Filipinos more
relevantly engage with their cultural heritage.
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closing
thoughts

Working on this thesis taught me a lot about my culture. I learned that it is much
more complex that I thought, and that I didn’t actually know much about it. But the
conversations I had with the people I met through the process validated my initial
intent of starting this project. Their generous help aligned with the values of the
culture that I held dear to me. This community treated me like family and aided me
selflessly. My thesis was my way of giving back to the culture that had given me so
much.
I wish to continue pursuing the goals of this thesis in the future. I believe I achieved
my goals to a certain degree, but I feel as though my work is still incomplete. My
thesis consists of very conceptual pieces, which helps me be more experimental
and think outside the constraints of everyday practicality. Moving forward, I would
like to see how I could apply this open mindset to more wearable, commercially
viable products. I believe that doing so will allow me to pursue my goals on a much
larger scale. Still, I am content with the work I did for my thesis and hope it inspires
other Filipinos to produce more work about this culture.
Although the apparel line I created is specific to Filipinos, the methodologies I
developed for this project can be adapted for other marginalized cultures. In the
future, I want to expand on my work by applying this design methodology to create
products that speak to other marginalized groups. Doing so will allow me to learn
the appropriate research processes in understanding the needs of a culture I do
not belong to. This will help me grow not just as a designer, but as a person as well.
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